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Harvest
of Hope
Good things are growing in the community
garden of the Precious Blood Ministry of
Reconciliation on Chicago’s south side.

T

his time of the year in a
northern climate, a garden
may look as if nothing
much is going on. The lives of
the plants have mostly drawn to
a close—for now. But all of the
energy, the vibrancy, the DNA
that tells a plant whether it is
a beanstalk or a sunflower, is
safely stored away in the roots
and seeds, just waiting to unfold
the following spring. Nothing is
wasted; nothing disappears.
It was by all accounts a
banner growing year in the
community garden at the
Precious Blood Ministry of
Reconciliation (PBMR) in
Chicago, where Sr. Carolyn
Hoying, C.PP.S., and a host of
volunteers are attempting to
extend the growing season nearly
to Thanksgiving.
The harvest has already
been bountiful, with tomatoes,
potatoes, greens, okra, zucchini,
strawberries, carrots, eggplant,
onions, garlic and much more
harvested and shared with the
neighborhood. The garden’s
raised beds themselves also grew;
another row was added with the
financial support of some friends
and labor provided by the young
men who come to the center.
“I call that my Colorado
row,” said Sr. Carolyn, eying the
three cold frames and 11 raised
beds that were new to the garden
plot this year. A family from the
school where she once taught

in Loveland, Colo., donated the
funds for the lumber, and the
youth in the PBMR’s carpentry
program built the beds.
Growing Every Year
Raised beds are a necessity
at the center, said Fr. Dave Kelly,
C.PP.S., the director of the PBMR,
because the garden is located
over a former parking lot in the
Back of the Yards neighborhood
on the city’s south side. Plants are
amazingly resilient but they don’t
grow well on asphalt, so raised
beds allow the garden to grow
and grow.
“We always say that at
the center we want to create a
safe space for youth and all the
people of the neighborhood,
a space where people can feel
like they belong, that they are a
community,” Fr. Kelly said. “The
garden is a living expression
of that. It started small, and it’s
grown every year. And with Sr.
Carolyn here, the garden has
taken on a life of its own.”
At its peak in late summer,
the garden provided a sensory
storm of color. The bright ruby
red of the rhubarb stalks, the
unexpectedly lovely blossoms on
a tall okra plant, the ferny fluff
of a row of carrots, all witness to
the care lavished on the beds by
many hands.
The growth of the garden,
and its place among the PBMR’s
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many programs, are all perfectly
natural to Sr. Carolyn. “Wherever
the Missionaries are, they have a
farm,” she said.

Good To See Things Grow
Since the youth grow up in
an urban environment without
a lot of green space, the sights
of the garden can be foreign
to them, said Sr. Carolyn: “I’ll
never forget the young man who
pulled up a carrot and went and
put it in a vase.” But she believes
it’s good for them to learn how
things grow in nature, how the
combination of water, sun and
good dirt can bring seeds to life
and bear much fruit.
At first, the young people,
used to food that came neatly
packaged from a neighborhood
store, “were suspicious of food
that came out of the dirt,” she
said. But now they can taste and
see the goodness in the food that
comes from their own efforts,
from their own garden.
There are plenty of people
who help with the garden these
days because Sr. Carolyn has
worked to make it a community
effort. Mary Harkenrider is
a master gardener with the
University of Illinois Extension
who volunteers her time at the
garden, helping Sr. Carolyn plan,
plant and harvest.
Sharrow Craig, who lives
in the neighborhood and works
part-time in the garden, finds her
work there therapeutic. “I love
to plant and I love to play in the
dirt,” she said.

Watching God at Work
When she came to the PBMR
in November 2012, she saw the
end of the growing season in
what was then a small-scale
community garden and she knew
that it had a lot of potential. Sr.
Carolyn, a retired teacher, uses
it as a classroom for the youth at
the center, and as a place of peace
for everyone.
Everything around her in
the garden is an example of how
the world works and how God
works through all of creation.
Take the rhubarb, for example.
“It’s driving us crazy,” she said.
“It’s beautiful, but we can’t eat it”
because it’s not yet established
itself enough to sustain a harvest.
That will come next year, a lesson
in patience.
And also in understanding,
because the rhubarb, planted at
first in a bed it shared with Swiss
chard, did not thrive. “We found
out that rhubarb needs its own
space. It doesn’t thrive when it
has to share a bed,” she said.
“Now, when we have people
come through the garden, we can
tell them that story. That just as
there are people who prefer to be
alone, rhubarb is like that too.”
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The harvest from the
garden is shared in many
ways. Some is brought into
the
PBMR’s kitchen, where it
is used by Shawn Reed,
who cooks at the center and
teaches other youth about
cooking. “Chef Shawn needs
certain things in his kitchen,
so we try to accommodate
him,” said Harkenrider.
Some is given away
on Wednesdays, when the
center holds its weekly
food giveaway, where it
also distributes donations
from the Trader Joe’s
grocery chain. People from
the neighborhood ask for
the greens grown in the
garden as well as green
tomatoes and hot peppers.
Sharrow Craig in the PBMR’s garden.
“We had to teach people
about eggplants and how
“I love to plant and I
to use them, and people
are becoming fans,”
love to play in the dirt.”
Harkenrider said. “We’re
also introducing them to
– Sharrow Craig
fresh herbs.”
Excess vegetables are
need a good fence; otherwise,
sold at a local farmer’s market,
city beehives often fall victim to
where faithful customers wait for
vandals, Harkenrider said.
the PBMR’s produce.
On the edge of the garden
Truly a Community Garden
is a row of beehives, tended
by Michael Thompson, a local
The beehives and the garden
beekeeper who shares some of
itself are the result of a web of
the honey with the PBMR. The
well-meaning people who have
bees need blossoms, which the
worked hard to help it grow. The
garden provides, but they also
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Above, water beads on broccoli.
Right, master gardener Mary
Harkenrider with Sr. Carolyn
Hoying.
People come and go in the
garden space; chores remain,
written on a white board in the
nearby storage shed. Work in a
garden is a constant throughout
the growing season until one cold
day when the tools are cleaned
and stored away for the winter.
Life in the garden continues,
though unseen, as with the
root crowns of that isolationist
rhubarb, storing up growth for
next spring. And the seeds of all
kinds that have been planted,
whether in dirt or in hearts and
minds, are waiting for God’s
good time before they
bear fruit.

PBMR receives support for its
garden from St. John of the Cross
parish in Western Springs, Ill.,
and from Harkenrider’s Chicago
parish, St. Barnabas. Fr. Timothy
Armbruster, C.PP.S., of the
Kansas City Province is another
friend of the garden; he built
some of its raised beds and also
engineered a watering system for
the garden.
This summer, a group of
young men were at the center
for a service retreat; they are
discerning a call to the religious
life but also found time to harvest
a hundred pounds of potatoes
from the community garden.
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